How to remove manual locking hubs ford

The hubs on your vehicle are a part of its four-wheel drive system. Hubs are either locked
manually or automatically lock when you engage the four-wheel drive, depending on the type of
four-wheel drive system in the vehicle. If your locking hubs are bad, it will affect the entire
four-wheel drive system. There are several signs that your vehicle will exhibit if the hubs have
broken or gone bad. If you have a broken hub, your four-wheel drive will not be able to engage
properly. When your hubs lock in, your front tires will turn on their own without the aid of your
back tires. If you have a broken hub or hubs, one or both of your front wheels will not pull, even
after you have engaged the four-wheel drive. You may hear a grinding or slipping noise when
the hub fails to properly engage. Often it is actually the good hub that starts making the noise
after the other one does not kick in. On rare occasions, a vehicle's automatic locking hubs may
fail to disengage. The vehicle will continue to behave as if it is in four-wheel drive and you may
hear loud popping noises coming from the hub. Some vehicles must be backed 6 feet or more
to fully disengage the four-wheel drive--always try backing your vehicle to disengage it before
you assume there is a problem. Jen Davis has been writing since She has served as a
newspaper reporter and her freelance articles have appeared in magazines such as "Horses
Incorporated," "The Paisley Pony" and "Alabama Living. Not Disengaging On rare occasions, a
vehicle's automatic locking hubs may fail to disengage. Manual locking hubs are used to
engage or disengage the front wheels to the front axle shafts. This reduces wear and tear on the
front axle. Hub components are often made of cast aluminum and can break easily. Locking
hubs are disconnected when the vehicle is put into two-wheel drive, and reconnected for
changing back to four-wheel driving. It is necessary to disassemble the manual locking hubs
when they break or wear out and and need replacing. Use a jack to raise the vehicle and bring
the wheel up to a more serviceable height. Remove the hub cap, if your truck has one. You may
need to use a tire iron or a flat-head screwdriver to pry it off. Locate the silver ring that has two
tabs sticking out from its sides. This is the retaining ring. Pinch these tabs toward each other
with your fingers to remove the ring. If it is too difficult to remove with your fingers, use a pair of
pliers to pinch the tabs. Grasp the lockout portion of the hub firmly with your fingers. Wiggle the
lockout portion up and down and back and forth, pulling it away from the hub to remove it. You
may need a rubber mallet to help gently knock it loose. Step 1 Use a jack to raise the vehicle
and bring the wheel up to a more serviceable height. Step 2 Remove the hub cap, if your truck
has one. Step 3 Locate the silver ring that has two tabs sticking out from its sides. Make sure
you have the necessary tools before starting the project. After removal, make sure the parts are
kept together and in order. Manual locking hubs may vary by model of truck. Refer to the
owner's manual for detailed information on the locking hubs installed on your truck. Vehicle
jack Tire wrench Flat-head screwdriver Pliers Rubber mallet. Manual locking hubs are designed
for off-road use and do not create independent wheel traction like differential locks. Click to see
full answer Similarly, what are Ford manual locking hubs? Locking hubs are a common
accessory to most 4-wheel drive vehicles such as the Ford F Super Duty. It basically allows any
off-roader to take control of the front wheels independently to better maneuver it in difficult
terrain. Subsequently, question is, can you leave locking hubs locked? Good news is that you
will not need to stop for shifting into 4WD - with the locking hubs engaged the drive lines are
synchronized. Leaving your hubs locked will cause no damage to your vehicle and will not
influence it's handling. They actually make conversion hubs so you can retrofit manual locking
hubs to these trucks for an MPG increase. The front and rear wheels have to be spinning the
same speed to engage auto locking hubs , so if you are stuck in the snow, the front wheels
won't be spinning and can't engage. The locking mechanism inside an automatic locking hub is
sort of like a one-way clutch. When torque is applied by the driveshaft, it forces the hub to slide
in and lock. The hub then remains in the locked position as long as the transfer case remains in
four-wheel drive. F Auto locking hubs Guys, Ford autolocking hubs work by mechanical torque.
When the transfer case is engaged, the torque on the front axle twists the internal componants
of the hub lockinging them into place,. If you have a broken hub, your four-wheel drive will not
be able to engage properly. You may hear a grinding or slipping noise when the hub fails to
properly engage. Not Disengaging. On rare occasions, a vehicle's automatic locking hubs may
fail to disengage. Locking hubs , also known as free wheeling hubs are fitted to some mainly
older four-wheel drive vehicles, allowing the front wheels to rotate freely when disconnected
unlocked from the front axle. The hub is a component where the wheel is directly mounted to,
and is outside the axle. Without the hubs there would be no drive sent to the wheels. When in
2wd on a 4wd vehicle with the front Hubs locked , 4x4 need to be selected for any drive to be
transferred to the front wheels. If the hubs are locked and 4x4 has not been selected there will
also be no drive to the front wheels. The benefits of manual locking hubs. These hubs allowed
the vehicle's front wheels to be disconnected from the drivetrain. Because you get better gas
mileage with the hubs unlocked. You can leave them locked year round if you want. It won't hurt

anything but your wallet. And I have never seen anyone wear out any front-end components
from having the hubs locked in. When you " lock in" your hubs , you are connecting the two half
axles to a drive plate that locks them together, making them turn as one unit. They will spin
freely together, ready for you to engage the 4x4 which will send drive power to them via a
differential from the transfer case. Remove the snap ring from the hub. Pull the hub out. If
available use compressed air to spray out the debris. Push the new hub into place. The front
hubs will mechanically disconnect the stub shafts from the wheels. Unlocked hubs means no
power to the wheels, locked hubs means the wheels are powered. The hubs do not affect the
differential at all. Lockers - a diff lock , as you put it, ties the wheels on an axle together.
Locking hubs , on the other hand, are a way of disconnecting the wheels from the driven
rotating assembly of the drivetrain for street use. There is no so called "FREE" position
indicated on the wheels locks. It's reasonable to assume that " LOCK " mean the front axles are
active and turning with the front differential gears. Put your vehicle into four-wheel high mode.
Drive forward for about a quarter of a mile. Stop the vehicle and shift from four-wheel to
two-wheel drive. Place the vehicle in reverse and drive backwards for 15 to 20 feet. Known also
as diff-lock or locker , it is a modification to the standard automotive differential. Its purpose is
to restrict each of the two wheels on an axle to the same rotational speed regardless of the
traction available to each wheel. How do I remove manual locking hubs Ford? Category:
automotive auto parts. Use a jack to raise the vehicle and bring the wheel up to a more
serviceable height. Remove the hub cap, if your truck has one. Locate the silver ring that has
two tabs sticking out from its sides. Grasp the lockout portion of the hub firmly with your
fingers. How do Ford auto locking hubs work? F Auto locking hubs. How do you know if your
hub locks are bad? Not Properly Engaging. What do locking hubs do? Does 4x4 work without
hubs locked? Are manual locking hubs better? Does it hurt to leave hubs locked? How does
manual locking hubs work? How do you change the locking hubs on a Ford f? How do f locking
hubs work? Are locking hubs the same as lockers? Does the f have auto locking hubs? How do
you turn off Ford 4 wheel drive? Check to see if you have manual hubs and that they are in
"free" mode. What do lockers do? Similar Asks. Popular Asks. Idea was to keep parts that were
not needed in 2WD mode from rotating in order to reduce mechanical drag and thus save gas.
Good idea but the savings are extremely minimal. A proposed additional benefit of locking hubs
is less wear and tear of front axle parts. Lousy argument! Are they saying that your front axle
components are not strong enough to constantly rotate like your rear axle, and need to be
disconnected if not in use? An often overlooked draw back is that hubs stick out and can get
damaged when off-road. Hub components are usually cast aluminum that break easily. A broken
hub could leave you stranded in the back country. So, what should you do? I would recommend
that you leave your locking hubs disconnected when there is no need for 4WD in sight. You'll
achieve a quieter ride on pavement with less vibrations with hubs unlocked. Lock them as
needed for 4WD operation doesn't matter whether you lock them before you shift into 4WD or
right after and unlock them when going back to 2WD again, doesn't matter whether you unlock
them before shifting out of 4WD or right after. Leaving them locked while in 2WD will have no
negative effects. I would recommend you leave your hubs locked while in 2WD during bad
weather seasons. This will allow you to shift in and out of 4WD whenever the need arises. Good
news is that you will not need to stop for shifting into 4WD - with the locking hubs engaged the
drive lines are synchronized. Leaving your hubs locked will cause no damage to your vehicle
and will not influence it's handling. However, driving with part time 4WD engaged if you have
hubs - you have part time 4WD on dry sections of pavement you will not only create unsafe
driving due to understeer - you may also cause expensive repairs due to "drive line bind". By
the way, locking hubs do not create more traction. They are not to be confused with differential
locks! I n 2WD with locking hubs disengaged rear drive shaft, rear differential and rear axle are
rotating. Front tires are rolling along - only rear tires are pulling. Red lines indicate rotating
parts. In 2WD with locking hubs engaged front drive shaft, front diff and front axle, rear drive
shaft, rear diff and rear axle are rotating. Front tires are rolling along since connected to the
axle, they make the front drive line parts rotate - only rear tires are pulling. In 4WD with hubs
disengaged front drive shaft, front diff and front axle, rear drive shaft, rear diff and rear axle are
rotating. Front tires are rolling along the transfer case makes the front drive line parts rotate,
but since the wheels are disconnected the power flow does not reach the tires - rear tires are
pulling. In 4WD with hubs engaged front drive shaft, front diff and front axle, rear drive shaft,
rear diff and rear axle are rotating. Front tires are pulling - rear tires are pulling. Expert 4WD
seminars. When should you lock your hubs? When should you unlock them? Could you leave
them locked? Click to see full answer Also, what are Ford manual locking hubs? Locking hubs
are a common accessory to most 4-wheel drive vehicles such as the Ford F Super Duty. It
basically allows any off-roader to take control of the front wheels independently to better

maneuver it in difficult terrain. Also, can you leave locking hubs locked? Good news is that you
will not need to stop for shifting into 4WD - with the locking hubs engaged the drive lines are
synchronized. Leaving your hubs locked will cause no damage to your vehicle and will not
influence it's handling. They actually make conversion hubs so you can retrofit manual locking
hubs to these trucks for an MPG increase. The front and rear wheels have to be spinning the
same speed to engage auto locking hubs , so if you are stuck in the snow, the front wheels
won't be spinning and can't engage. The locking mechanism inside an automatic locking hub is
sort of like a one-way clutch. When torque is applied by the driveshaft, it forces the hub to slide
in and lock. The hub then remains in the locked position as long as the transfer case remains in
four-wheel drive. F Auto locking hubs Guys, Ford autolocking hubs work by mechanical torque.
When the transfer case is engaged, the torque on the front axle twists the internal componants
of the hub lockinging them into place,. If you have a broken hub, your four-wheel drive will not
be able to engage properly. You may hear a grinding or slipping noise when the hub fails to
properly engage. Not Disengaging. On rare occasions, a vehicle's automatic locking hubs may
fail to disengage. Locking hubs , also known as free wheeling hubs are fitted to some mainly
older four-wheel drive vehicles, allowing the front wheels to rotate freely when disconnected
unlocked from the front axle. The hub is a component where the wheel is directly mounted to,
and is outside the axle. Without the hubs there would be no drive sent to the wheels. When in
2wd on a 4wd vehicle with the front Hubs locked , 4x4 need to be selected for any drive to be
transferred to the front wheels. If the hubs are locked and 4x4 has not been selected there will
also be no drive to the front wheels. The benefits of manual locking hubs. These hubs allowed
the vehicle's front wheels to be disconnected from the drivetrain. Because you get better gas
mileage with the hubs unlocked. You can leave them locked year round if you want. It won't hurt
anything but your wallet. And I have never seen anyone wear out any front-end components
from having the hubs locked in. When you " lock in" your hubs , you are connecting the two half
axles to a drive plate that locks them together, making them turn as one unit. They will spin
freely together, ready for you to engage the 4x4 which will send drive power to them via a
differential from the transfer case. Remove the snap ring from the hub. Pull the hub out. If
available use compressed air to spray out the debris. Push the new hub into place. The front
hubs will mechanically disconnect the stub shafts from the wheels. Unlocked hubs means no
power to the wheels, locked hubs means the wheels are powered. The hubs do not affect the
differential at all. Lockers - a diff lock , as you put it, ties the wheels on an axle together.
Locking hubs , on the other hand, are a way of disconnecting the wheels from the driven
rotating assembly of the drivetrain for street use. There is no so called "FREE" position
indicated on the wheels locks. It's reasonable to assume that " LOCK " mean the front axles are
active and turning with the front differential gears. Put your vehicle into four-wheel high mode.
Drive forward for about a quarter of a mile. Stop the vehicle and shift from four-wheel to
two-wheel drive. Place the vehicle in reverse and drive backwards for 15 to 20 feet. Known also
as diff-lock or locker , it is a modification to the standard automotive differential. Its purpose is
to restrict each of the two wheels on an axle to the sa
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me rotational speed regardless of the traction available to each wheel. How do I remove manual
locking hubs Ford? Category: automotive auto parts. Use a jack to raise the vehicle and bring
the wheel up to a more serviceable height. Remove the hub cap, if your truck has one. Locate
the silver ring that has two tabs sticking out from its sides. Grasp the lockout portion of the hub
firmly with your fingers. How do Ford auto locking hubs work? F Auto locking hubs. How do
you know if your hub locks are bad? Not Properly Engaging. What do locking hubs do? Does
4x4 work without hubs locked? Are manual locking hubs better? Does it hurt to leave hubs
locked? How does manual locking hubs work? How do you change the locking hubs on a Ford
f? How do f locking hubs work? Are locking hubs the same as lockers? Does the f have auto
locking hubs? How do you turn off Ford 4 wheel drive? Check to see if you have manual hubs
and that they are in "free" mode. What do lockers do? Similar Asks. Popular Asks.

